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MEDIEVAL HEBREW INSCRIPTIONS:
TOWARDS A EUROPEAN DATABASE
The Rhine area abounds with medieval castle ruins, but the one I grew up
with shows an uncommon feature. The corbels overarching the main gate
are made of stones bearing Hebrew inscriptions, tombstones pillaged from
the Cologne Jewish cemetery after the Black Death by Archbishop Wilhelm
von Gennep. 1 Hewn into the shape of Gothic tracery, placed conspicuously
at the entrance gate of the main local landmark, these profaned objects make
an easily readable statement of symbolic violence.

Headstone of Mar Jacob from Cologne, 1156, incorporated into
the entrance gate of Lechenich Castle (inscription of the "hic lapis" type)
Cr'edit: Willy Horsch

1 The present article is based on a lecture g1ven at the Warburg Lihrnry in I lamburg
on June 1, 2011 in the framework of the exploratory workshop Jewish Cemeteries as
World C11lt11ral / leritaP,e, 1 thank Michael Stuclemu nd-Halevy for his kincl invitation. Anna
Busa contributed 10 d1e documentation work. The castle in queMion is thai of Lechenich;
see Cornelius Bormann, l leimat an der 1::,ft. die ú111dj1ule11 inden Sy11aP,ogengeme1nden
Gymnicb, 1-hesheim und Lecbenich <Erftstadt: Kulluramt, l994), pp. 15}-15➔ • Van Gennep
brought stones from Cologne over a distance of rwenty-five miles to a second castle,
thai of Hülchrath, situated between Ncms and Grevenhroich, whcre thcy are displayed
ina tower.
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The spoils, which would expose many generations of locals to the Hebrew
script, were probably meant to demonstrate the triumph of Christianity to
medieval contemporaries. Modern viewers, in contrast, have reacted to the
uncomfortable sight in ways the builders had not foreseen: sometimes w ith
honest curiosity, sometimes with empathy mixed with qualms of conscience,
sometimes ending up becoming a Hebraist, as in my case. Historians dealing with these sources rarely forego the biblical exclamation in Habakkuk
2: 11 on the pillage and reuse of stones from the destroyed Jerusalem temple:
even mi-kir tits'ak, "the stone shall scream from the wall."2
Screaming Stones of this kind can be met in the most unexpected places
in Europe. The stories they te li are complex and diverse, yet strikingly comparable, and should be understood ín their continental context rather than
as merely local curiosities. The present article tries to advocate the need for
a new and widened perspective, insisting on the threefold interest of these
sources: their textual messages, their formai traditions, and their highly contradictory reception. I will start with the latter aspect.

1.
Disrespecting the Jewish concern for the permanent rest of the dead, Europeans have preserved medieval Jewish cemeteries only in exceptional and
almost miraculous cases. Worms, Frankfurt, and Osoblaha (in Czech Silesia)
are probably the only places where grave monuments from before 1400 have
publicly stayed in situ through the centuries. 3
Ali other Jewish cemeteries were looted after the late medieval expulsions. Their stone monuments disappeared from sight immediately at such
sites where an urban building project swallowed up an entire cemetery, as
did Lisbon's Ali Saints' Hospital in 1497 or the Nuremberg Weigh House in
1499.4 The Toledo cathedral chapter bought more than a thousand tombstones in 1494, presumably far construction work on the cathedral, and ordered that all remaining stones be taken from the cemetery "to pave the
streets. "5 ln other cases, inhabitants of a nearby suburb quarried the stones

2 Bernwald Deneke, ed., Siebe, der Stein scbreit aus der Mauer: Geschichte und Kultur derJuden in Bay ern (Nuremberg: German. Nationalmuseum, 1988). The ve rse is also
quoted on the cover of the 2011 publication of the Würzburg Hebrew inscriptions.
3 Ali in all, ten Jewish cemeteries in Europe conserve medieval monuments in situ:
Worms (oldest dated stone from 1077), Frankfurt (1272) and Wertheim (1405) in Germany;
Osoblaha 0334), Prague (1435) and Kolin (1492) in the Czech Republic; Vienna (1450)
in Austria; Pesaro (15th century) and Venice (1481) in Italy.
4 Frarn;:ois Soyer, Tbe Persecution of thejews and Mus/ims of Portugal: King Manuel
and the End ofReligious Tolerance (149~67) (Leiden: Brill, 2007), pp. 202-204; Andreas
Würfel, Historiscbe Nachricbten von der juden-Gemeinde welche ebehin in der Reichsstadt
Nürnberg angericbt gewesen (Nürnberg: Monath, 1755), p. 78.
5 P. León, Judíos de Toledo (Madrid: CSIC 1979), pp. 598-99; Casanovas Miró (see below,
note 59), pp. 178-179.
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Medieval tombstones in situ on the cemetery of Worms
Credit: author

for centuries, as in Buckow near Magdeburg, Gumpendorf near Vienna, or
in certain villages on the island of Crete until this day. However, it often
happened that the pillage of Jewish cemeteries made them all the more visible in the cityscape. On July 24, 1658, the Swiss pastor Johannes Tonjola
walked along the fortifications of Basel in order to count the many Jewish
tombstones that were incorporated in the masonry. His survey resulted in
more than 570 pieces with perfectly readable Hebrew inscriptions.6 In the
early nineteenth century, the Fish Market in front of the town hall of Breslau - now Wrodaw in Poland - was still densely paved with the remains of
the medieval Jewish cemetery.- Whoever walked the streets of the o ld city
of Buda, in present-day Budapest, would have noticed stones with Hebrew
letters in many houses.8 Her:e,and there, house fa~ades in Nuremberg contained a stone with the Hebrew side out, w hich the Christian inhabitant kept
6 Johannes Tonjola, Basilea sepulta re/ecta continuata, hoc est, tam urbis quam
agri Basileensis monumenta sepulchmlia (Basel: Emanuel König et fii., 1661), German preface.
7 Salomon Nissen , "Merkwürclige jüdische Grabinschr iften aus dem 14. Jahrhundert,"
in: Deutscher Voiks-Kalender und dasjahrbuch au/ dasjahr 5616, ecl. H. Liebermann
(Brieg/Brzeg: H. Liebermann, 1855), pp. 22-26, see p. 26.
8 Sándor Scheiber, Jewish inscriptions ln H11 nga1y /rom the 3rd century to 1686
(Budapest: Akademiai Kiadó, 1983), pp. 111, 113.
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"seines Alters halben zu einem GedachtnuS" ("for memory because of its
age"), as a city secretary put it in 1625.9 Hebrew inscribed stones still stick
out on the city walls of Pisa, 10 as well as the citadel in Aleppo, Syria.
The cross-confessional use of gravestones as building material was nothing
extraordinary at the time; we also see antique column capitals and a tomb
monument reused for Hebrew epitaphs in Rome and in Seville. 11 Around 800

Ancient column capitals reused as Jewish grave monuments;
Rome, Capitolinian Museums
Credit: author

C.E., the Roman amphitheater in Venosa, in Southern Italy, fumished stones
for the nearby Jewish cemetery; around 1000 C.E., they were taken by Christians for the church of the Trinity Abbey.12 But medieval builders, it seems,
9 Quoted by Würfel, Historische Nachrichten, p. 79; Würfel collects all the inscriptions
he could still find at his time on pp. 78--82.
10 Zvi Rofe, "Ketavot ivriyot min ha-me'ah ha-XIII a! homat Pisa," Tarbitz 33 (1964),
pp. 85-88.
11 For the latter, see Francisco Cantera y Burgos, Las inscripciones hebraicas de Espaiia
(Madrid, 1956), no. 104. After the Christian conquest of Toledo, a Muslim stele was used
for a Jewish burial; see Casanovas Miro (see below, note 59), no. 171.
12 Cesare Colafemmina, "Hebrew Inscriptions of the Early Medieval Period in
Southern ltaly," in 7bejews of Italy: Memory and Identity ed. Bemard Dov Cooperman and Barbara Garvin (Bethesda, Md.: University Press of Mariland, 2000), pp.
65-81, see p. 66.
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did not only value the headstones as cheap construction materials;13 they consciously emphasized the trophy character of the spoils by leaving the Hebrew
inscriptions intact and visible. ln a village in the Valencia region of Spain,
a tower exhibits Hebrew alongside Latin spoils no less ostentatiously than
the Cologne archbishop did in his castles. 14 Until recently, the cathedral of
Ulm in Southern Germany had a spiral staircase made of Jewish headstones.
A window frame in the College of Engineers of Tarragona in Spain consists
of two grave-slabs from the medieval cemetery .15 Near Faro in Portugal,
a medieval Jewish grave slab was apparently made into a farrier's bench;16
in Strasbourg, France, a tombstone with Hebrew letters had become a pit
cover; 17 one found near Villach, Austria, had been rounded off in order to
serve as a grindstone; 18 in Parchim, Northern Germany, a parish church used
one as its doorstep. 19 ln Regensburg, the headstone of Gutel, daughter of
David, was assigned the use of a latrine bench for the municipal prison. 20
Whether they were shoeing a horse, drawing water, praying or defecating,
early modern Europeans would be reminded of the Jewish neighbors that
their ancestors had once expelled.
Vulnerable to pillage and mockery, yet resistant by virtue of their material,
the Jewish memorial stones never ceased to be sites of memory. Their history leads from the original sacred use to late medieval desecration, and
finally towards a modern memorial investment oscillating between restitution, musealization, willful or neglectful destruction. As a rule, profanation
was followed about two centuries later by antiquarian care. ln the age of
Renaissance Humanism, medieval Hebrew tombstone fragments were deciphered, sometimes quite imaginatively, by some o f the leading Hebraists
of Vienna, Paris and London, w ho rivaled one another in publishing them
alongside (if not above) Greek and Roman monuments. 21 lnscriptions some13 Hedwig Röckelein, "'Die grabstein, so vil tausend guldin wert sein': Vom Umgang
der Christen mit Synagogen und jüdischen Friedhöfen im Minelalter und am Beginn der
Neuzeit," Aschkenas 5 0995), pp. 11--45, here pp. 35-36.
14 Cantera y Burgos, Las inscripciones hebraicas, pp. 217-223.
15 Cantera y Burgos, Las inscripciones hebraicas, no. 196-197; Jordi Casanovas Miró,
Epigrafia hebrea (Madrid: Real Academia de la Historia, 2005), p. 88.
16 Samuel Schwarz, "lnscrü;:öes hebraicas ern Portugal," Arqueologia e história: Publicarao dos arqueólogos portugueses l (1922), pp. 124-168, see p. 134.
17 Gérard Nahon, Inscl'iptíoris fJébrafques et juives de France médiévale (Paris: Les
Belles Lenres, 1986), no. 150.
18 Dieter Neumann, "Die Graberfelder von Judenclorf bei Villach," in: Hemma von
Gurk: Katalog Ausstellung aztf Schloft Strajsburg ed. Peter G. Tropper (Klagenfurt:
Carinthia, 1988), p. 368.
19 Klaus Arlt et al. , Zeugenjiidischer Kultur: Erinnenmgsstiitten ín MecklenburgVorpommern, Brandenburg, Berlin, Sachsen-Anhalt, Sachsen l/.nd Tbüringen (Berlin:
Tourist Verlag, 1992), pp. 44--45.
20 Michael Brocke ancl Christiane E. Müller, Haus des Lebens: jüdische Friedhöfe in
Deutscbland (Leipzig: Reclarn, 2001), p. 10, with a photography.
21 Wolfgang Lazius, De gentium aliquot migrationibus, sedibus fixis, reliquijs, linguanimq' initiis ac immutationihus ac dialectis (Basel: Johannes Oporinus, 1557). pp.
20-23; Jean Polclo d'Albenas, Discours bistorial de l'Antique el illustre cité de Nismes
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times inspired new cultural practices. Late sixteenth-century Swiss Protestants cherished them so much that they put Hebrew quotations on their own
graveplates. 22 ln 1614, a crypto-Jewish physician of Oporto, Portugal, had
an ambulant liquor distiller translate the Hebrew stone inserted into the
masonry of a local nunnery. 23 ln 1821, with the same gesture but without
religious interest, Goethe asked a Jew ro explain the date and content of the
medieval inscriptions in the synagogue of Cheb in Bohemia. 24
The Royal Academy of Sciences in Madrid launched a countrywide search
far inscriptions in 1752, and it included medieval Hebrew texts among the
many targets, with the pioneering help of an amateur Hebraist, Francisco
Pérez Bayer. 25 ln the thirty-third volume of his monumental Thesaurus antiquitatum sacrarum published in 1767, the Venetian polyhistor Biagio
Ugolino füst tried to put together a European corpus with translations into
Latin, based on material sent from Spain by Pérez Bayer, the posthumous
notes of a Lutheran pastor of Hamburg, Johann Christian Wolf, and some
existing publications. Most of Ugolino's inscriptions were recent, but be also
reproduced medieval material from Augsburg, Barcelona, Basel, lstanbul,
London, Nuremberg, and Zurich. 26
Modern epigraphic research started with the momentous impact of
Leopold Zunz, who ina long article of 1845, "The Memory of the Righteous,"
produced the first full-fledged comprehensive study and an inventory of
the 210 medieval Hebrew sepulchral inscriptions he had known of, mostly
second hand. 27 He properly perceived the significance of these rare remains
far the study of history, Hebrew literature, and Christian-Jewish relations.
lndeed these poor surviving fragments were nothing less than witnesses
and symbols of Jewish martyrdom, as "Jewish tombstones were destroyed
(Lyon: G. Roville, 1560), pp. 190-191; Gilbert Gé nébrard, Symbolumfidei Iudaeorum
e R. Mose Aegyptio (Paris: Martin Iuvenis, 1569), fol. 27v; John Selden, Marmora Arundelliana, sive saxa Graece incisa (London: apud loannem Billium, 1629), pp. 100, 177;
Johann Heinrich Hottinger, Specu/11111 Helvelico- Tigurinum ( Zurich: Simler, 1665),
pp. 116-118.
22 Tonjola, Basilea sepulta, pp. 292-293 Qewish), 354-355, 402 (Christian).
23 Lisbo n, Arquivo Nacional da Torre d o Tombo, Inq. de Coimbra, proc. 2895, declararion by Dr. Luís da Cunl1a o n Sept. 6, 1618, concerning Francisco Paulo nicknamed
oRomano.
24 Daniel Polakovic, "Medieval Hebrew Inscriptions in Cheb (Eger)," Judaica Bobemiae 42 (2006), pp. 5-52, see p. 12.
25 Casanovas Miró, Epigrafia bebrea, p. 17.
26 Johannes Nicolai, "De Sepulcrorum Hebra:orum Epitaphiis," in 7hesaurus antiquitatum sacraru.m Hebraicantm, complectens selectissima clarissimoru,n viromm opuscula, in quibus Veterorum Hebrceorum mores, leges, instituta, ritus sacri, et civiles
illustranlur ed. Biagio Ugolino, vol. XXXIII (Venice: Joannes Gabriel Hertz and Sebastianus Coletti, 1767), col. 514-522; Matthias Friedrich Beck, "Monumenta antiquaJudaica
August;e Vindel. reperta, et enarrata, cum mantissa," ibid. , col. 999-1022; and the compilation "Epitaphia Judaica Hebraice & Latine," ibid., col. 1387-1478.
27 Leopold Zunz, "Das Gedachtnis der Gerechten," in: idem, Zur Gescbicbte und
Literatur (Berlin: Veit und Comp. , 1845), pp. 304-458, see on epitaphs pp. 390-421,
443-446, with the corpus on pp. 404-420.
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and annihilated with greater icy indifference and burning fanaticism than
anything else". 28
ln contrast to Christian Hebraism, Jewish scholarly interest has always
involved culcural heritage concerns. ln order to salvage the remaining inscriptions, Zunz proposed a strategy in three steps: Jewish communities
should work for the "protection of the monuments," scholars should then
compile "lists of burials and copies of the inscriptions," so that they could
finally be given the due "religious and scientific respect." Zunz' plan was realized in June 1853, when a comrnittee formed by members of the Worms
community published a call in the major Jewish journals of Germany, France
and England asking "all lsrael" to help with the upkeep of the local medieval
monuments. 29 This transnational initiative, crowned with a certain success,
reflected an emerging awareness of European Jewry for its historical sites,
with a peculiar veneration of Worms as the Ashkenazi lieu de mémoire,-30
but in most other cities, site protection could hardly contribute to the salvaging of a monument category that had long since been expropriated, profaned and dispersed.
ln Zunz's time, public authorities had started to recognize the historic
value of medieval Jewish funerary monuments and, sometimes, their religious significance. A year before the liberal watershed of 1848, many Jewish
gravestones came to light in Bristol, England, during the enlargement of Saint
Elizabeth's Hospital (now City School); w hile this fact was noted as a curiosity, the stones were just good enough to be reused as building materials. 31
When a sirnilar discovery was made in Paris in April 1849, scholars integrated them into the collections of the recently created Cluny Museum, and
the Imperial Society of Antiquaries ordered a publication.32 ln Breslau, city
authorities explored a third possible reaction: they piously handed rediscovered stones over to the Jewish community elders, who expressed their
gratitude in ceremonious eloquence. The new friendship between liberal
Christian and Jewish members of the bourgeoisie did not, however, include
the proletariat: the instructions given to the masons charged with displaying
the stones at the Jewish cemetery had been too vague, so they eventually cut
the monuments into pieces. ln 1855, the Breslau Jewish community official

28 Zunz, "Das Gedachmis," p. 395: "Aber mit kalte rer Gleichgültigkeit, mit heisserem
Fanatismus , ist Nichts zerstön , au sgerottet worden als jüdische Leichenstei ne."
29 Allgemeine Zeitung desjudenthums 17 (1853), pp. 423-424; Jewish Chronicle 9
(1853), no. 47, p. 375; Archives israélites 1853, pp. 634-636; Univers Jsraélite 9 (1853),
p. 70; Lewysohn, Worms, p. 4; Nils J-L Roemer, Jewish Scholarship and Culture in Nineteenth-Century Germany: Between llistory and Faith (Madison, Wis.: University of Wisconsin Press, 2005), pp. 68-69, 179
30 Nils H. Roemer, "Das jüdische Worms in cler Erinnerung der Modern e," in: Die SchUmGemeinden: Speye,,.... Worms-Mainz: Aufdem Weg z um Welterbe (Regensburg: Schnell &
Steiner, 2013), pp. 345- 357, see p. 347.
31 Marjorie Honeybourne, "The Pre-Expulsion Cemete.ry of the Jews in London,"
Transactions of thejewish Historical Society of HnRland 20 (1964), l 45-159; see p. 157.
32 Nahon, Inscriptions hébraiques, pp. 47, 50.
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H. Liebermann reported this distressing event with the consoling certainty
that it would never be repeated, as "the present has once more entered into
an age of precious monuments. "33
ln the same year, rabbis and Jewish community officials compiled epigraphic documentations on Hebrew inscriptions in Prague, Vienna, and
Worms. 34 As early asin 1859, the Antiquities Museum of Mainz enriched its
collections with what were considered archaeological treasures. The Pester
Lloyd in Budapest and other leading dailies honored any new discovery with
long reports. Forgers all the way from Russia to Brazil profited from the public interest. 35 Serious public involvement in the documentation of medieval
Jewish inscriptions and fragments started again in Spain, where in the 1870s
the Royal Academy entrusted the Jesuit father Fidel Fita with the constitution
of a national corpus. His preparatory work was used by Moise Schwab, of
the Paris National Library, who edited two pioneering corpora in 1904 and
1907 on Jewish inscriptions in France and Spain. 36
The urban Jewish museums that originated during the !ast years of the
nineteenth century displayed inscribed stones from the Middle Ages invariably as the oldest and most dignified part of their collections.37 As a conseque nce, these "precious monuments" often became choice targets for
systematic destruction under Nazi rule. The technocrats of industrialized
genocide also installed in Frankfurt a sophisticated procedure for grounding
ancient Jewish stone monuments into gravel.38
For five to ten centuries, one and the same Hebrew-inscribed stones has
frequently been the object of changing memorial rituals. After the Jews were
expelled from Nuremberg in 1499, the keystone of a Gothic Torah ark with
the inscription Keter Torah (Crown of the Law) was displayed in the former
Jewish quarter with a few explicative verses in German commemorating
the expulsion. ln 1674, the HebraistJohann Christoph Wagenseil described
the bilingual assemblage,39 which rose to literary fame thanks to its presence
33 Nissen, "Merkwürdige jüdische Grabinschriften," pp. 23, 26: "Es ist jetzt wieder die
Zeit der kostbaren Denkmaler eingetreten".
34 Daniel Polakovic, "Documentation of the Old Jewish Cemetery in Prague," Judaica
Bohemiae 43 (2007-2008), pp. 167-192.
35 Dan D. Y. Shapira, "Remarks on Avraham Firkowicz and the Hebrew Mejelis 'Document'," Acta Orienta/ia 59, 2 (200.6), p. 131-180; Konstantin Schlottrnann, "Die sogenannte Inschrift von Parahyba," Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgen/andischen Gesellschaft
28 (1874), pp. 481-487.
36 Moi'se Sch wab, "Rapport sur les inscriptions hebrai'ques de la France," Nouve/les
archives des missions scientifiques et littémires 12 (1904); "Rapport sur les inscriptions
hebra'iques de l'Espagne," ibid. 14 (1907).
37 Jens Hoppe, jüdische Gescbichte und Kultur in Museen: zur nichtjüdischen
Museologie desjüdischen in Deutschland (Münster: Waxmann, 2002), p. 167-168.
38 Brocke and Müller, Haus des Lebens, p. 156.
39 Joh. Christoph Wagenseil, Sota, hoc est Liber mischnicus de uxore adulterii suspecta,
una cum Libri En Jacob, exce,ptis Gemarae versione Latina & commentario perpetuo
(Altdorf: Johann Andreas and Wolfgang Endter, 1674), pp. 1229-1230; Würfel, Historische
Nachricbten, p. 55.
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in Jacob Wassermann's novella 1bejews ofZirndorf In 1909, the stone was
acquired by the Reform Jewish Community, after Max Freudenthal, its
Jearned rabbi and historian, had discovered it in private hands. It came to
be displayed prominently in the entrance hall of the modern synagogue,
commented by a verse from Ecclesiastes 3:5: "There is a time to scatter
stones, and a time to gather stones together." This inscription proved to be
prophetic. During tl1e forced demolition of the synagogue in August 1938,
a non-Jewish architect saved the Gothic stone and buried it in the cemetery.
It was brought to the City Museum after the war and solemnly returned to
the local Jewish Community in 1987. 40
Through the various changes and overlapping attitudes towards mese sacred
Jewish objects, mese successively consecrated, profaned, historicized, annihilated and salvaged monuments have probably become more charged with
meaning and more present in European consciousness and conscience man if
mey had stayed unhaimed in meir place. Attitudes towards me inscriptions, documented in me discovery stories, vary wim time, place, and class, though not
always in the ways one would imagine. A Spanish field worker of the 1690s
insisted mat his village authorities decipher me stone he had discovered;41 a
German museum di.rector of me 1950s cleared from his stacks the only two
such items that his town possessed.42 ln me 1970s, a truckload of Jewísh tombstones discovered ín the city of Vauvert in Southern France, site of medieval
Posquieres, was dropped ín a dump wimout much ado. 43 The only specimen
known from Slovakia, a stone mentioned since me times of Rabbi Moses Sofer,
was demolished in me 1980s, aum01ities and workers being equally insensitive.44
Even when motivated by the best of íntentions, cultural heritage policies
are torn between religious, scholarly and commemorative commitments. ln
some places, medieval Hebrew stones were reínstalled in Jewish cemeteríes:
this was done ín Magdeburg as early as 1827,45 and similarly in Prague and
Vienna. As this practice exposes the pieces to decay, robbery, and vandalísm, paradoxically, these stones are rarely returned to Jewish ritual use or íncorporated into the canonízed cultural heritage of their countríes. Instead,
they are most frequently exhibited in segregated institutions. Inscribed stones
are thus collected in the musealized ancient synagogue compounds of
Budapest, Erfurt, Toledo and Tomar in Portugal.

40 Alexander Schmidt, "Eine ganz modeme Gemeinde ... ' Zur Geschlchte der Nürnberger Juden vor 1933," in Diejuden ín Franken ed. Michael Brenner and Daniela Eisenstein
(Munich: Oldenbourg, 2012), pp. 181- 198, see pp. 183-184.
41 Cantera y Burgos, Las inscripciones hebraicas, p. 288.
42 Siegfried Mali, "Bilder aus Alt-Ehingen," in: Erinnerungen an Alt-Ehingen ed. idem
(Ehingen: MuseumsgeselJschaft, 1983), p. 112.
43 Unpublished lecture by Alain Teulade (Vauvert), "A Ja recherche de steles funéraires
du cimetiere juif médiéval de Posquieres," Montpellier, CNRS - Nouvelle Gallia Judaica,
December 13, 2010.
44 Information from Daniel Polakovic, March 24, 2010.
45 Zvi Avneri, "Ketubot ivriyot mimei ha-benayim," Proceedings ofthe American Academy forjewish Research 33 (1965), Hebrew part, pp. 1-33, see pp. 24-26.p. 24-26.
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Exhibition space for medieval and early modern Hebrew tombstones in Budapest
Credit: author

In No1thampton, the one tiny headstone fragment has a museum of its
own.46 In 1926, when Rabbi Sally Levy of Mainz had a number of rediscovered
stones placed on a supposed medieval burial site, his "monument cemetery"
(Denkmaifriedhoj) inaugurated an exhibition practice of fake graveyards,
which has been followed in the "Rabbi Meir Memorial Garden" in the picturesque city of Rothenburg ob der Tauher, in the courtyard in the Lorraine
Museum at Nancy, as well as in an elegant indoor installation at the Jewish
Art and History Museum of Paris.

2.
At present, medieval Jewish inscriptions are part of the cultural heritage of
180 cities in 19 European countries. Their distribution is highly uneven. Spain
holds 36 of the sites, Germany 34, which reflects the preponderance of these
centers of Sephardi and Ashkenazi Jewry. Italy and France can document
27 and 26 sites, respectively. The Czech Republic holds twelve sites, Austria
nine, Portugal eight, Greece six, Poland five , Slovakia and Switzerland three
each, Great Britain, Hungary, and Slovenia two each. Albania , Belgium,

46 hllp://www .jtrails.org.uk/trails/ / places-of-interest.
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Greece, Macedonia, and Ukraine have at least one inscription site each.
Information on medieval tombstones in Latvia and in la i (Romania) seems
to be mere rumors.47 Outside Europe, medieval Jewish inscriptions exist in
Morocco (four sites), Afghanistan and Algeria (three each), Libya and Turkey
(two), Armenia, China, India, Syria and Yemen (one).
The estimated number of inscriptions transmitted directly or indirectly,
fully or ín fragments, may come close to five thousand, nearly all of them
being sepulchral inscriptions w ith a small but significant number of synagogue dedications and graffiti. Whereas 70% of the the 1,600 Jewish inscriptions preserved from classical and late Antiquity are ín Greek, Hebrew
is the unchallenged epigraphic language ín the Middle Ages, w ith only exceptional items written ín Arabic or Vulgar Latin. A surprisingly high proportion of the medieval inscriptions, more than three thousand, originate
from the territory of present-day Germany. Two more countries, France
and Spain, possess between 200 and 300 inscriptions each. There may be a
bit less than a hundred inscriptions from Austria, the Czech Republic, Italy
and Ukraine respectively; the other countries have reported more isolated
discoveries.
Würzburg, Germany, is the site with the largest number of medieval
Hebrew inscriptions anywhere ín the world, since a spectacular discovery
of January 9, 1987 retrieved 1,435 tombstones from walls that formerly
belonged to the St. Mark convent of Dominican nuns. The second most
important corpus is that of Worms with 727 medieval inscriptions still found
in situ on the "Ho ly Sand" cemetery. The third local corpus, Mainz, composed by successive archaeological discoveries, comes close to 250 known
inscriptions. Erfurt and Frankfurt each have about 150 texts. There are 110
known inscriptions from Paris and 88 from Toledo, the only non-German
sites that offer sources of a comparable number.
This ranking is merely quantitative, and Francisco Cantera y Burgos may
be right in stating that "there is no city in the entire world that surpasses
Toledo in significance and interest for Hebrew epigraphy."48 Still it is revealing that ín spite of Nazi destructions, medieval GermanJewry has left us
ten times more epigraphic monuments than, say, the community of equal
size that lived on the Iberian Peninsula. This fact may be linked to a number of factors: continuous Jewish settlement, Protestant pastime Hebraism
and trophy-collecting, a high levei of historical and antiquarian awareness
among German Jews ín pre-Holocaust times, as well as among the general
public afterwards.
However, documentation of the abundant material found in German cities
greatly lags behind centrally governed states such as Spain and France,
where Moi'se Schwab's work has been repeated by Francisco Cantera y Burgos
and Gérard Nahon. On Schwab's Franco-Spanish model, national corpora
47 Avi Beker, ed., Ha-kebi/ot ha-yehudiyot ba-o/am (Jerusalem: World Jewish Congress,
1997), p. 148.
48 Cantera y Burgos, Las inscripciones hebraicas, p. 36.
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are now available for Portugal, Hungary, Slovenia,49 Poland,50 and Ukraine. 51
An exhaustive epigraphic documentation for the Czech Republic and Slovakia

is presently underway, authored by Daniel Polakovic.
The project of a German Jewish corpus inscriptionum was unsuccessfully
pursued since the early twentieth century, when Marcus Brann started documentation, now lost, at the Jewish Theological Serninary of Breslau. Adolf
Kober, an emigré rabbi ín New York, made new efforts in 1944.52 Following
a Germanocentric Mitteleuropa concept that would raise eyebrows today,
the Protestant theologian Eugen Ludwig Rapp launched a "Corpus of all medieval epitaphs of Central Europe" in 1959, but did not push his geographic
range beyond the Middle Rhine area.
ln the course of the !ast three years alone, there have been separate editions
on the big local corpora from Germany: Würzburg in 2011 in a three-volume
publication by Karlheinz Müller and Rarni Reiner;53 Worrns in 2012 in an online
edition, directed by Michael Brocke at the Steinheim Institute in Essen in the
frarnework of the database epidat dedicated to the documentation of Jewish
cemetery sites in Germany.54 Publication of the inscriptions from Erfurt, many
of them discovered in recent excavations, is announced for 2013. 55 The great
majority of medieval Jewish epigraphic sources are thus finally edited in some
form, but scattered over a large number of articles, books, and websites. The superbly exhaustive bibliography by Falk Wiesemann lists almost seven hundred
publications on medieval Jewish sepulchral culture, nearly all of them being of
local character, very few cross modem nation-state borders, and not a single
item - except Wiesemann's invento1y itself - tries to cover the topic in general. 56
49 Angelo Vivian, "Le iscrizioni ebraiche di Ptuj e Maribor," in: Egitto e Vicino Oriente
4 (1981), pp. 249-268.
50 Marcin Wodzirí.ski, Hebrajskie inskrypcje na Slqsku XJJJ-XVIJJ wieku (Wrodaw:
Towarzystwo Przyjaciót Polonistyki Wrodawskiej, 1996).
51 Dan D. Y. Shapira, ed., Tbe Tombstones ofthe Cemeteryofthe Karaitejews in CufutQalea (the Crimea): Report of the Ben Zvi Jnstitute Expedition, a Collection of Studies
[in Hebrew] Qemsalem: Ben Zvi Institute, 2008).
52 Ad olf Kober, "Jewish Monuments of the Middle Ages in Germany: One Hundred
and Ten Tombstone lnscriptions from Speyer, Cologne, Nuremberg and Worms (1085-c.
1428)," Proceedings ofthe American Academyforjewish Research 14 (1944), pp. 149-220.
53 Karlheinz Müller, Sin10n Schwarzfuchs and Abraham (Rami) Reiner, Die Grabsteine
vom Jüdischen Friedhofin Wiirzburg aus der Zeit vor dem Schwarzen Tod (3 vols., Würzburg: Gesellschaft für Frankische Geschichte, 2011).
54 http://www.steinheim-institut.de/ cgi-bin/epidat?function=Inf&sel=wrm&lang=de.
Besides the Worms corpus, the database edirion contains further texts from Frankfurt,
Mainz, and Speyer, adding up to a ta tai of one thousand medieval inscriprions given with
photographs, German translations and commentary.
55 Margaretha Boockmann, "Die Erfurter mittelalterlichen Grabinschriften," in: Erjurter Schriften zur jüdischen Geschichte, r Die jiidische Gemeinde von t)furl und die
SchUM-Gemeinden: Kulturelles Erbe und Vernetzung, ed. Landeshauptstadt Erfurt Qena:
Bussert und Stadeler, 2012), pp. 78-87.
56 Falk Wiesemann, Sepulcra judaica: Bibliographie z u den jüdischen Friedhqfen und
zu Sterben, Begrabnis und Trauer bei denjuden von. der Zeit des Hellen.ismus bis zu,·
Gegenwart (Essen: Klartext, 2005), pp. 286-339, nos. 3531-4245.
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Thus, the Europe-wide comparison of Hebrew epigraphic traditions is almost unexplored territory.57 While an all-embracing corpus of antique Hebrew
inscriptions has been in existence and in use since 1936,58 no Corpus lnscriptionum Hebraicarum Medii Aevi is as yet in sight, though a relevant recent
edition project has come to broaden our perspective significantly. ln 2004,
under the supervision of Colette Sirat, Brepols Publishers Iaunched a project for a corpus of dated Hebrew inscriptions from the Middle Ages, starting
with an improved compilation - by now the fourth - of the Spanish material.59 A second volume covering the Byzantine Empire is in preparation. 60
Due to its conception as a sample of palaeographic specimens, the edition
excludes the indirectly transmitted sources and in principle also the undated
ones, though the Iatter limitation was successfully ignored by the author of
the initial volume. The presentation with oversize format, high-quality photographs and exhaustive descriptions is fairly impressive, but has imposed on
the series a slow pace and a price that makes it inaccessible to all but the
wealthiest scholars and libraries.
ln spite (or rather because) of their abundance and scholarly merit, these
publications on a Iocal, national and even European levei still leave space for
a unified and coherent online corpus of all Hebrew inscription texts from
medieval Europe, which would cater to interests in the field of religious history and cultural communication. Leopold Zunz's pioneering plans to this effect have not been entirely forgotten: two specialists who had independently
reflected upon them, Margaretha Boockmann at the College of Jewish Studies
in Heidelberg and Daniel Polakovic at the Jewish Museum in Prague, have
kindly shared their ideas with me, while the successful experience made by
57 After Zunz' study quored above, sec Margaretha 13oockmann, Hinleitung~formeln
von hebraischen Sepulkralinschriflen (unpublished M.A. thesis, Jleiclelberg, IIochschule
für jüdische Sniclien, 1998); Brocke und Müller, Haus des i,ebens, pp. 41-46; Rami Reiner,
"Epitaph Style,•· in: Müller, Schwarzfuchs, and Reiner, Die Grabsteine, vol. 1, pp. 263-295.
58 Samucl Klein, .füdisch-palastinisches Corpus lnscriptionum (Os.mar-. Grab- und
Synagogeninschri.ften) (Vienna and Berlin: Löwit, 1920); Jean-Baptiste Frey, Corpus lnscriptionum Judaican11n: Recueil des inscriptions jttives qui vont du //le siecle auant
.fésus-Christ au Vlle siecle de notre ere (2 vols. , Citta del Vaticano: Pontificio Istituto di
Archeologia Cristiana, 1936-1952); David Noy, Jnscriptiones .fudaicae Orient is (3 vols.
Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2004).
59 Monumenta palaeographica Medii Aevi. Collection publiée sous les hauts patronages de l'Union académique i11ternationale, du Comité international de paléographie latine, de la Commission internationale de diplomatique el du Comité de paléographie
hébrafque medieuale, ecl. Hartmut At~ma, Jean-Pierre Mahé and Jean Vezin. Series Hebraica:
lnscriptiones hebraicis litteris exaratae quo tempore scriptafuerint exhibentes / 7'7KT1 'll'l!J
□"l'J:1 'l:l'l:l □'lJK ':ll 7ll n1'7:ll/:1 m:i,n:,:, 7l!1K, publiée sous la responsabilité de Colette Sirat,
avec le concours de l'École pratique cles hautes etudes, Section des sciences historiques
et philologiques, Paris. Tomus I // K 71:,, : Las inscripcionesfunerarias hebraicas medievales
de Espana, bajo los auspicios de la Real Academia de la Historia (Madrid) , ed. Jordi
Casanovas Miró (Turnhour: Brepols Publishers, 2004).
60 Nicholas de Lange, "A corpus of Hebrew inscriptions from the territories of the
Byzantine Empire: report on a project," Bulletin of.fudaeo-Greek Studies 36 (Summer
2005), p. 35-39.
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the creators of epidat showed ways to realize them. The result was a CEUbased research initiative "Medieval Hebrew Inscriptions: a European Database,"
launched in 2011, aiming to assemble a classical corpus inscriptionum with
the help of present-day technology, namely as an open-access interactive online database of all known medieval Jewish inscriptions, whether Ashkenazi,
Sephardi or other, sepulchral and non-sepulchral, dated or undated, actually
conserved or only indirectly transmitted, edited or unedited. 61
Such a comprehensive corpus can only be a collective work unde1taken
by an international working group. In its conception, it must complement existing editions instead of trying to clone, ríva! or supplant them, leaving photographic documentation and in-depth analysis to the print publications and
focusing instead on the digital processing of inscriptions. A digital text corpus,
accompanied with English translations and the most essential commentaries
and references, has a potential that paper editions cannot offer: free and
simultaneous access to dispersed sources from a wide geographic and
generic scope, immediate reaction to new publications and discoveries, fulltext searches in Hebrew and English, interactive keyword searches allowing
the pursuit of new historical as well as philological research questions by the
user, and finally the visual presentation of results in the form of lists, maps
and timelines. While it is hardly necessary to detail the potential contribution of such a corpus to the knowledge of European Jewish history, urban
archaeology, Hebrew linguistics, paleography and literature, I will here focus
on its interest for historical memory, long-range communication, JewishChristian relations, and the linguistic formation of cultural identities.

3.
Let me now demonstrate how a large digital cext corpus will allow entirely
new questions to be asked and answered. It should be borne in mind that
we are dealing with one of the very few Hebrew literary sources from the
Middle Ages that is clearly situated in place and time and in which gender
is equally distributed. ln their trans-European comparison, I hope the user
may reconstruct how conceptions of time, space, and society, of religious
and regional identity changed in h.isto1y and spread over the continent.
Leopold Zu nz was the firsúo encourage research on the inscriptions from
the point of view of religious history, with thé much-quoted consideration
that the data given in them were a message for the individual family, but
their linguistic forma "secondary monument" for the whole community.62
61 http://www.ceu.hu/no<.le/25766. This project was launchecl írom February to July 2011
with a start-up grant from Central European University Budapest, supervisecl by me ancl
coorclinated by Andor Kelenhegyi. It is presently in search of a follow-up funding source.
62 Zunz, "Das Gedachtnis," p. 441: "Die Sprache des geschichtlichen Denkmals wird
ein zweites Denkmal: was der Grabstein verkünclet ist für clen Einzelnen, wie er es vcrkündet für die Gesammtheit ein Gedachtniss."
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Precisely because of its formulaic and repetitive code, the language of the
inscriptions can be treated with the tools of historical grammar. The message
of the epigraphic form may be searched in explicit references to religious
ideas, but also in the ways references to space, time and life are organized,
supposing that the sequence o f concepts reflects an order of príority, and
finally in the connotations certain expressions seemed to have acquired only
through their preferential use in certain environments - Jewish or Christian,
Sephardi or Ashkenazi. An analytic typology needs to be formulated, which
may situate each inscription inside geographic clusters or isoglosses, possibly showing common tradition lines and documenting the spread of certain
conventions.
Funerary inscriptions, on which I will focus here, are based upon the
variation of a limited number of such standard elements. Few of them express religious ideas directly. Medieval Jewish grave monuments, especially
in the Ashkenazi context, belong to a distinctive and rather somber literary
genre. This does not necessarily mean that it was neglected; it may also indicate the exact opposite: by adhering to their particularly prosaic canon of
sepulchral formulae, medieval Jews created a genre in its own right that
consciously avoided interfering with other, especially poetic forms of literary expression. Surprisingly , the flourishing of piyut (Iiturgic poetry) among
the high medieval communities, including the sub-genre of kinah (poetic
lamentation),63 had no discernible impact on the epigraphic genre. It was
tl1e Southern Spanish poet Moses Ibn Ezra who, around 1100 C.E. , invented
epitaphs of a mixed style, consisting of an elegy in ten double verses followed by a factual partin prose. 64 To judge from the surviving sources, only
two Jewish communities in Europe had adopted this tradition of epitaph
poetry by 1200 C.E. , namely Worms and Toledo. 65 Now, sepulchral elegies
remain the exception in the farmer community, whereas they become generalized in the Iatter by the early fourteenth century. The common convention of using the pronoun hu ' or hi' (,,he/ she is ... ") in order to link the
elegy and the data part of the epitaph show that both are not independent. 66
The first parallels to the Castilian tradition of verse inscriptions appear on
the dedicatory plaque of the Lisbon synagogue in 1308 and on a clumsy

63 Most famously, see d1e elegy by Eleazar ben Judah of Worrns on his wife Dulce in
Leon J. Weinberger, Jewish Hymnography: a Literary History (London: The Littman Library
of Jewish Civilization, 2000), p. 187.
64 Lucena 1103 (Cantera y Burgos, no. 101); Granada 1108 (ibid. , no. 102) .
65 See Worms 1168, 1175 (Ludwig Lewysohn, Nafshot Tsadikim: Sechzig Epitaphien
von Grabsteinen des israelitischen Friedhofs zu Worms (Frankfurt: Baer, 1855) nos. 55, 9) .
For later examples, see Worms 1240 (epidat, no. 297; 1261, no. 389; 1266, no. 1023; 1315,
no. 42). Only one of the many elegies transmitted from Toledo was clearly written before the turn of the fifth millennium.
66 Worms 1240, 1275 (Lewysohn, no. 11, 16). The abbreviation h/a-lu'/ h/u'J appears
in Worms 1316 (ibid. , no. 59) and in Frankfurt 1486, see Markus Horovitz, Avne Zikaron
(Frankfurt: Kauffmann, 1901) , no. 124, the acrostic in Frankfurt 1380 and 1452 (Horovitz
nos. 31 , 98), in Worms 1427 (epidat, no. 1253) .
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but touching epitaph from Narbonne in 1321. Among Ashkenazi Jewry,
elaborate elegies are first encountered after the Black Death crisis, in Frankfurt in 1354,67 in Vienna in 1357 and 1364,68 in Cheb in 1373, and from 1376
onward in Nagyszombat (now Trnava, Slovakia). 69 Further east, the sophisticated verses on the three Judeo-Byzantine inscriptions in Ugolino's collection, dated from Constantinople 1393, 1412, and 1441,70 announce the
exuberant wording that the Sephardim of the Ottoman Empire would use
on their grave slabs. Elsewhere, the poetic fashion did not !ast: Speyer Jews
reverted to prosaic style after kinot had made a brief appearance on two stelae in 1382-1383. However, rhymed prose in short lines of two or three
words and the use of the acrostic (which obviously presupposes some sort
of versification) become ever more frequent by the end of the Middle Ages.
This was not the !ast wave of Sephardic elegy fashions that spread to the
Ashkenazim. Sixteenth-century Prague and Vienna, then the seventeenthcentury cemetery in Altona near Hamburg become particularly fascinating
spaces of encounter. 71
Beyond poetic lamentations, eulogies and especially benedictions can be
interpreted as formulae expressing religious consciousness. Again, an almost
consensual abstention from strong appellative speech such as invocations of
the divinity and introductory blessings72 sets Jewish inscription style of the
medieval West a part from the usual introductions diis manibus of ancient
Pagans, bismillah of Muslims, or Jesus Maria of Christians. The concentration upon the description of death and burial also avoids Jewish sepulchral
blessings such as "Peace be with Israel" (Psalm 125:5, 128:6), that was popular in the ancient Mediterranean; "May the memory of the righteous be
a blessing" (Proverbs 10:7), that is still used in early medieval Italy but only
continued to be used in the Orient,75 or "May the merciful One forgive and
67 Frankfurt 1354 (Horowitz, no. 8, 16).
68 Vienna 1357, 1364 (Moses, p. 65-66, 68).
69 Eger 1373 (Polakovic, no. 6); Trnava 1376, 1394 and two fragments (Scheiber,
no. 21, 23, 27, 28).
70 "Epitaphia Byzantina," in: Ugolino, 1besaurus antiquitatum sacrarum Hebraicarum,
vol. XXXIII, col. 1445-1456.
71 Carsten Wilke, "Dialogues of Lhe Dead: Talking epitaphs by Sephardi and Ashkenazi rabbis of Hamburg," Zutot 5,1 (2008), p. 61-74; "Aus der Blütezeit der hebraischen
Epitaphiendichtung in Altona: Da~ Werk des Gemeindeschreibers Elkana bar Pessach
(1691-1712)," in: Verborgene Prachl: Der jüdiscbe FriedhofHamburg-A/tana. Aschkenasische Grabmale ed. Michael Brocke (Dresden, Sandstein Verlag, 2009), pp. 100-141.
72 Pieter W. Van der Horst, Ancientjewish Epitaphs.- An Jntrod11ctory Survey ofa Millennium ofJewish Funerary hpigraphy (300 BCE-700 Ch). Contributions to Bib/ical
E:xegesis and Tbeology (Kampen: Peeters 1991), pp. 116-119.
73 Nathanja Hüttenmeister, "Miuelalterliche jüdische Grabsteine aus Aleppo - ein
Nachtrag," in: Memoria - Wege _jiidischen Erinnerns: Festschrift für Michae/ Brocke
zum 65. Geburtstag eds. Birgit Klein und Christiane E. Müller (Berlin: Metropol, 2005),
pp. 217-241, see p. 221. The benediction still opens two epitaphs in Venosa, Southern
ltaly, in the ninth century; Cesare Colafemmina, "Hebrew Inscriptions," p. 68; "Tre iscrizioni ebraiche inedite di Venosa e Potenza," Vetera Christianorum 20 (1983), pp.
443-448, see p. 445.
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have pity on the soul of" (vaguely reminiscent of Jeremiah 21:7), found on
Jewish tombs in Armenia.74
ln medieval Jewish Europe, appellative Janguage is almost invariabJy reJegated to the end of the epitaph, where the afterlife is evoked ín a final
benediction. ln his remarkable study on the chronological variation in these
eschatological formulae, 75 Rami Reiner observes, on the basis of a larger corpus of epigraphic material, the changing fortune of the three classical Jewish benedictions for the deceased, w ishing his or her soul to rest in the
"Glory" (kavod), in "Paradise" (gan eden), or ín the "Bundle of the Living"
(tseror ha-hayim , 2 Samuel 25:29). Ali three variants are attested to in Rhenish Jewish inscriptions since the eleventh century, but their relatíve frequency
varies considerably. "Glory" has the preference in the füst half of the thirteenth century, but its frequency then declines. From the 1240s onwards
"Paradise" dominates the blessings; from the 1260s onwards the "Bundle of
the Living" takes over. Close to the end of the century, "Paradise" comes
back, but mainly ín cumulative expressions with the "Bundle of the Living,"
which will eventually become the norm from the fourteenth century onwards. Reiner understands the thirteenth century career of the Paradise
formula as a heightened concern about the afterlife, fueled by Jewish martyrdom traditions, in keeping with Christian speculations about purgatory.
The subsequent upsurge in the use of the "Bundle of the Living" formula
(eventually leading to its definitive victory) is seen as an irnpact of the mystic eschatology by the Rhenish Pious, the Hasidei Ashkenaz.
Reiner's study provides evidence that even in the formulaic language of
the inscriptions, the documentation of spatio-temporal variations can create
new knowledge in the field of intellectual history, if only an adequate and
wide-ranging documentation is available and approached with the right
questions. Reiner's findings cali for an even larger comparative study, which
s hould include the relevant documents from the Mediterranean region.
Indeed, all three benedictions appear among the Sephardirn from early on,
and their general use is attested to by the existence of abbreviated forms. 76
The popularity of the "Bundle of the Living" formula in Italy and Spain cannot be due to the Crusades massacres nor to Hasidei Ashkenaz, but we have
to look for complementary explanations. The "Bundle of the Living" theme
may have attracted medieval Ashkenazirn bécause of its presence in Italian
and Sephardi settings and its concomitant absence from Christian use. It is
74 David Amit and Michael E. Stone, "AJewish Cemetery in the Midclle Ages in Eghegis
in Southern Armenia," Pe'amim 98-99 (2004), pp. 67-119, based on one site with twenty
inscriptions from 1266-1337.
75 Rami Reiner, "Mi-'Gan Eden' ve'ad 'Tseror ha-Hayim': Birkot ha-Metim be-matsevot
Ashkenaz bimei ha-benayim," Zion 76,1 (2011), pp. 5-28; Müller, Schwarzfuchs, and
Reiner, Die Grabsteine, VoL I, pp, 270-292.
76 Abbreviations are tav-mem-kav for the "Glory," nun-ayin for "Paradise" and
the tenatsbah for the "Bundle of the Living." The two formula, the "Paradise" and the
"Bundle," appear together on the tomb of rhe martyr Jacob bar lsaac Ibn Kotem, killed
on the road of Santiago; León 1026 (Cantera y Burgos no, 1) .
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interesting to note that the least successful benediction for the deceased,
namely the late antique and early medieval formula "may he/ she rest in
peace", is precisely the most successful among Christians (requiescat in pace),
whereas the victorious formula involving the "Bundle of Life" has no Christian equivalent. I would suggest here that the direct linguistic and theological mearúng of formula such as "Peace", "Glory", "Paradise" or "Bundle
of the Living" was less important for their users than the social and religious
environments connoted by these expressions, including their presence in
non-Ashkenazi and even non-Jewish sepulchral traditions.
Here again, the study of religion, culture, and, most of all, trans-cultural
processes asks for a large-scale and wide-ranging documentation. Cultural
belonging is indicated not only through the terms explicitly expressing religious concepts, but also in the choice between such formai details as the various registers of honorific titles, naming and dating styles, letter shapes,
layout options, punctuation and abbreviation marks, as well as in the overall syntax of the commemorative phrase. I will concentrate here on the !ast
and most general aspect. Some of the most meaningful formai variants that
a structured database will have to consider relate to the arrangement of the
factual information on the name, the tomb, the marker, the date, the place,
the social category, or the act of dying. Let me shortly review the rhetorical
options, canonical and more or less well-known, in the order of these elements. (Fields marked with O indicate a certain range of lexical variation,
normally with euphemistic intent.) I will call these types 1. nomina nuda,
2. sepulcrum, 3. hic lapis, 4. hfc iacet, 5. anno, and inquire into their spatiotemporal distribution.
1. Tbe "nomina nuda" type: "X, son/daughterofY". This very old epitaph
type avoids any formula and gives only the succession of name and
patronym, sometirnes with the date of death. The nomina nuda variant is
rare among the Ashkenazim,77 but local custom in the Mediterranean countries sometirnes seems to prefer it. A flagrant case of a regional tradition is
Burgundy, where the tradition of inscribing the name without any further
rhetoric is neatly distinguishable from Jewish use in neighboring France
and Germany.
2. Tbe "sepulcrum " type: "Tbis is the tomb of X, son/daughter of Y, who
0
deceased on such and such a date. May he/she 0 be blessed". This formula
mentions the grave füst and"r~lates it to the name put in the oblique case.
The inscription type referring to the grave goes back to inscriptions on
ancient Oriental tombs which present the deceased as possessor of his
gravestead. It is frequent in classical antiquity and later came to dominate
Muslim epigraphy with the introductory formula hada qabr, followed by the
name in the genitive. ln Hebrew, zeh kever(or zot kevurat) plus genitive is
attested already in the eighth centllly B.C.E.; the formula was perpetuated
77 Mainz 1089, see Eugen Ludwig Rapp and Otto Böcher, "Die mittelalterlichen
hebraischen Epitaphien des Rheingebiets," Mainzer Zeitscbrift 56/ 57 (1961), pp. 155-182,
here p . 159.
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in ancient and OrientalJewish use.78 On the lberian Peninsula, where names
are often linked to the formula by the prepositions le-(for), shel (of), or mi(from), a clear continuity can be observed from late antiquity through all of
the Castilian middle ages until the Sephardi diaspora. 79
Among the Ashkenazim, the sepulcrum type is exceedingly rare; but there
is one notable exception, namely Mainz, the oldest among the Rhenish communities, where the antique phrase [zeh] kever, with the genitive, appears in
ten cases between 1084 and 1260. 80 The archaizing local tradition of Mainz
may be linked to the use of grave slabs in this community, as attested to by
the discoveries of 2007. 81 The Sephardic grave slab, which metaphorically
protects the dead from sight, is alluded to by the expression nignaz bekever
zeh, "ln this tomb is stored", 82 akin to the ancient Latin form tegitur hoc
tumulo. Though the Ashknazim use the euphemism tamun, "hidden" (later
reserved for women's burials), nignaz made inroads by the fifteenth century
with the use of poetic epitaphs and pse udosarcophagi. 83 Meanwhile the
upright form of the grave markers encouraged Ashkenazim to develop a
new sepulchral vocabulary.
3. The "hic lapis" type: "This 0stone was 0placed as a 0 testimony for X,
son/daughter of Y, who 0 deceased on such and such a date. May he/she 0 be
blessed". This epitaph formula is not used on a carved-out tomb or a slab,
but on a free-standing, inscribed grave marker and organizes space and the
dead body by reference to it. The formula is the most complex one, as it creates no less than five slots for lexical variations, relating to the stone itself,
its preparation, the burial, death and afterlife. Greek epitaph authors of the
sixth century B.C.E. were the füst to develop a sepulchral phraseology referring to the "stele" (stele), the "signpost" (sema) or the "marker" (mnema)
of the tomb. Their adaption in Hebrew is present in the Jewish inscriptions
from ninth-century Southern Italy. Their authors appropriated the hic lapis
conve ntion via a Biblical language that has a parallel neither in ancient
Judaism, nor in non-Jewis h epigraphy, nor in non-epigraphic Hebrew texts.
This class of inscription formulas, an authentic creation of medieval Jewish
epigraphy, appears on the Rhenish stones from the eleventh century, 8·1
and in France and Catalonia from the twelfth century. ln Ashkenazi use,
it acquires prevalence during the thirteenth century. Ashkenazim sta1ted to
78 Van der Horst, Ancientjewish Epitaphs, pp. 41-51.
79 Calatayud 919 (Cantera y Burgos, no. 205), Monzón de Campos 1097 (Cantera y
Burgos, nos. 9-10)
80 Mainz 1084 (Rapp/Böcher, Mainz, no. 4)
81 Heide Sobotka, "Spur der Steine. Mainz: Bei Aushubarbeiten wurden historische
Graber entdeckt," jüdische Allgemeine, September 20, 2007; http://www.juedische-allgemeine.de/article/view/ id/4366
82 Estella n. d. (Cantera y Burgos, no. 209); Barcelona 1180 (Cantera y Burgos,
no. 107).
83 See Prague 1435 (Koppelmann Lieben, Gal 'Ed: Prager hebraische Grabinschriften, Prague 1855, no. 2), Frankfurt 1490 (Horovitz, no. 126).
84 Earliest examples Mainz 1064 and 1080 (Rapp/Böcher, p. 158).
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connect the mentions of the stone and the name by a non-biblical la-rosh
(at the head oD; however, the four biblical ways of naming the stone have
all been anticipated by the early medieval Italian models. These four variants
were enumerated by Leopold Zunz as follows: 85
a. Even, "stone," from Genesis 28:22 ha-even ha-zot asher samti matsevah;
b. Cal, "mound," from Genesis 31:52 ed ha-gal ha-zeh wa'edah ha-matsevah ha-zot;
e. Matsevah, "stele," from Genesis 35:20: matsevet kevurat Rahel;
d. Tsiyun, "signpost," from 2 K.ings 23:17: ha-tsiyun ha-laz.
The füst two options are used all over Europe. The remaining two terms
have an unequal geographical distribution. The tsiyun formula enjoyed a
stable popularity in Italy, where it is füst anested to in Venosa in 808 C.E.,
then in Trani in 1291 and still in Treviso in 1420.86 It made an even stronger
impact in Germany, especially in its northeastern part, where stones in
Parchim and Spandau show it almost exclusively.87 However, there is a lack
of examples in France: all cases noted by Gérard Nahon are from Alsace.
Inversely, the biblical expression zot matsevet kevurat (Genesis 35:25) is the
formula generally employed in the inscriptions from Paris, while it is a rarity among the German Jews, w ho used it exclusively for women's tombs,
because the biblical original refers to Rachel's burial. 88 Joining the dimension
of time to those of space and gender, it seems that most of the German cases
occur on women's tombs of the twelfth century,89 preceding the unisex use
of the formula in thirteenth-century Paris. ln turn, its late medieval appearance in Carpentras, in Toledo and on a rabbi's tomb in Trani, Italy, postdates the expulsion of the Jews from France.90
The thesis of a chronological development that would have led from kever
to matsevet kevurat and tsiyun, as supposed by Kober and Nahon,91 cannot
be verified by these sources. I would rather detect behind the three alternative openings a geographical diversification between a Castilian, French
and an Italian-German type. These three cultural regions had, moreover,
85 Zunz, "Das Gedachtnis," pp. 443--444.
86 Cesare Colafemmina, "Tre nuove iscrizioni ecraiche a Venosa," Vetera Christianorum 24 (1987), pp. 201-209, see p. 202; Umberto Cassuto, "Iscrizioni ebraiche a Trani,"
Rivista degli studi orientali 13 (1931-1932), pp. 172-180, see p. 172; Nello Pavoncello,
"Le e pigrafi dell 'antico cimitero eÖqico di Treviso," Rassegna mensile di Jsrael 34 0968),
pp. 221-232, see p . 225.
87 Michael Brocke, "Die mittelalterlichen jüdischen Grabmale in Berlin," Ausgrabungen
ín Berlin 9 0994), pp. 8-116, based on 39 inscriptions from the years 1244-1347.
88 Nine cases, all of women, in the entire Würzburg corpus, see Reiner, "Epitaph
Style," pp. 263-264, p. 266.
89 Earlier cases, all of women, include Worms 1171 (Rapp/Böcher, p . 170, Worms no.
17), 1172 (p. 170, Worms 19), 1183 (p. 173, Worms 31), 1185 (p. 174, Worms 34), Worms
n. d., 1216 (Lewysohn, nos. 47 and 57).
90 Carpentras n. d. (Nahon, no. 323, 324); Toledo n. d., 1359 (Ca ntera y Burgos,
no. 55, 95); Trani 1450, see Cesare Colafemmina, "Un'iscrizione ebraica inedita di Trani,"
Augustinianum 13 (1973), pp. 339-343.
91 Nahon, Les inscriptions, p. 28.
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important border areas, which also expressed regional identity in their epitaphs. The small fragment from Northampton starts with the letters zot m ... ,
which might assign England to the French tradition. The only inscription
from the historical Netherlands, found in Tienen in present-day Belgium,
has the extravagant formula Mefutakhat even akharei hi' nitsevah la-i-osh
(the stone was carved after it was placed at the head of...). 92 The Central
French use of zot matsevet kevurat in the construct state is reflected in a
sho1tened form in Champagne as zot kevurat (This is the burial of) and as
ve-zot matsevet (And this is the stele of) in Lorraine. With a tiny change that
entails quite a different syntax, the introductory formula zot matsevah in the
absolute state dominates at Überlingen, on the Lake of Constance, and some
other places in Southwest Germany. 93 Midway between both versions, Alsace
and Switzerland also present an original biblical beginning, vayamot or vatamot, "And he/she died",94 which is rare elsewhere.95 Burgundy, as we have
seen, is committed to an even more idiosyncratic nomina nuda style, and
so is Dauphiné farther south. Provence adheres just as invariably to the sepulcrum sryle. The only known inscription from the Balearic Islands, set for
a man, has a telling Franco-Italian hybrid, tsiyun matsevet kevurat. 96 Of the
three complete epitaphs known from Portugal, one follows the Castilian and
one the French style; the third starts with the date. ln Catalonia and Languedoc, slabs show the Castilian formula zeh kever, steles the Italian-Ashkenazi
ha-tsiyun ha-laz. 97 These dominant phrases coexist with a minority presence of the French matsevet kevurat98 and an interesting hybrid tsiyun kever,
which is hardly attested elsewhere. 99
Surprisingly, the latter, rare and somewhat oxymoronic formula appears
in 1183 in an almost identical way on two inscriptions from very different
parts of Europe.
The first is from Barcelona: Zeh tsiyun kever shel ha-kevudah marat Bonfia, haverat R. Shmu 'el bar Avraham she-nifterah behodesh Tevet shenat 943
(,,This is the signpost of the tomb of honorable lady Bonfilia, companion
92]. C. H. Biom et al., The Histo,y o.f thejews in the Netberlands(London: The Littman
Library of Jewish Civilization, 2007), p . 46/47, ill. 1.
93 Nancy n. d. (Nahon, no. 141-145); Wilhelm Nebe, Die Überlinger Jüdischen
Grabinschriften: Ad Monumenta judaica Medinai Bodase (Heidelberg: Winter, 2002),
pp. 18-19.
94 Strasbourg 1281 (Nahon, no. 154), Basel 1282, 1293 and n. d. (Zvi Avnéri, "Nouvelles inscriptions tumulaires du premier cimetiere de Bale," Revue des étudesjuives 121
(1962), pp. 181-193, nos. 2, 13, 14), Colmar 1392 (Nahon, no. 190). There is an earlier
occurrence in Regensburg 1252 (Brocke and Müller, Haus des Lebens, p. 42).
95 Two examples from early founeenth century Cologne, see the photographies in
Jutta Bohnke-Kollwitz and Liesel Franzheim, Juden in Köln von der Römerzeit bis ins
20. Jahrhundert: Foto-Dokumentation (Cologne: Kölnisches Stadtmuseum, 1984),
pp. 50-53. The formula ex.isis only twice in the huge corpus of Würzburg.
96 Mahon n. d. (Cantera y Burgos, Las inscnpciones hebraicas, no. 225).
97 Cantera y Burgos, Las inscripciones hebraicas, p. 233.
98 Barcelona 1305, Tarragona 1436.
99 Toulouse n. d . (Nahon, no. 299).
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of R. Samuel bar Abraham, who passed away in the month of Tevet, in the
year 943").
The second is from Speyer: Tsiyun kever marat Hanah hat Mar Aleksandri ha-nifter(ah} 8 beNisan beyom margo'a 943 (,,This is the signpost of
the tomb of lady Hannah, daughter of sír Alexandri, who passed away on
the 8th of Nissan, a day of rest, 943"). 100
It is not easy to explain this curious similarity over a distance of eight
hundred miles. My hypothesis is thatJews of these two p laces came to affirm
their local identity in contrast to an older center, respectively Toledo and
Mainz, by adopting the kever formula used in both of the latter with a small
variation. They expressed their local difference by a shared hybrid expression. Perhaps this was not a coincidence but the result of a trans-European
communications network that was often non-hierarchic. However, a spectacular case of radial communication can be observed after the eastward shift
of the Ashkenazi centers.
4. Tbe "hfc iacet" type: "Here 0 is buriedX, son/daughterof Y, who 0 deceased
on such and such a date. May he/she 0 be blessed". Inscriptions of this type
refer to space as well, but to the place of rest of the deceased person, who
appears in the nominative case. The formula "here is buried" (entáde keftai,
hfc iacet) corresponds to the dominant sepulchral style of Roman Antiquity
and is regularly used in the Jewish catacombs of the Empire's capital. 10 1
It briefly survived the early medieval turn to Hebrew, when hfc requiescat
is found translated into poh hirgi'a on headstones from ninth-century Southern Italy; but it then disappeared from use for about four centuries. Only
in the füst half of the fourteenth century, the poh nikbar / poh temunah formula suddenly resurfaced in the eastern parts of the Holy Roman Empire and
progressively became the standard Ashkenazi formula that it has remained
until this day. The dating of 1249 given for one occurrence in Vienna is
doubtful; 102 but the innovation must have originated from the Austrian region, because it spread simultaneously in all four directions: southwards
to Graz (1304) and Italy, eastwards to Znaim in Moravia (1320) and Nagyszombat in Hungary (1340); northwards to Breslau (1343), and westwards
to Erfurt (1301), Rothenburg (1324), Würzburg (1328), Cologne 0336),
Frankfurt (1339), and Speyer (1344}, until finally reaching Worms (1352) .
The Ashkenazi-Sephardi divide was crossed by 1345, when the formula
appears in Seville. 103

100 Barcelona 1183 (Cantera y Burgos, no. 108); Speyer 1183 (Rapp and Böcher, p. 178,
Speyer, no. 6)
101 Van der Horst, Ancientjewish Epitaphs, p. 41.
102 Leopold Moses, "Hebraische Grabsteine aus dem Wiener Jüdischen Museum
[1938)," in: Leopold Moses: Spaziergange ed. Patrícia Steiner (Vienna: Löcker, 1994),
pp. 60-70, see p. 69. The author himself notes that the date does not fit the weekday.
The date of the stone was perhaps rather 1317 or 1337.
103 Cantera y Burgos, Las inscripciones hebraicas, no. 104.
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Tombstone of the girl Schöne bat Pinhas, 1342, in the wall
of the Seegasse cemetery in Vienna (inscription of the "hí'c iacet" type)
Credit: author

Its success indicates the turn to a more uniform and less elitist phraseology
of Jewish epitaphs; but as we have seen, a new linguistic tool of social distinction became available with the spread of epitaph poetiy that occurred
one generation later. The revolution in European Jewish sepulchral language
is exactly contemporaiy to the rise of vernacular formulas of the same type
in the Christian environment (ci-gft or hie ligt) that inaugurate a popularization of burial markers, as Philippe Aries has shown. 104 The Christian-Jewish
parallels are even more obvious in the last epitaph type I will consider.
5. 1be "anno " type: "ln the year so-and-so, on such and such a date, 0 deceased X, son/daughter of Y May be/she 0 he hlessed". This cype starts with a
reference to time, not to space. No subordinate clause is necessaiy. This type
is uncommon in Antiquity; its precedents lie in the epigraphy of Medieval
Latin Christianity. Reminiscent of the phraseology of chanceiy documents,

104 Boockmann, Einleitungsformeln, pp. 26--27, 45, 76; Brocke and Müller, Haus des
Lebens, pp. 46--47.
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it is füst attested to in Fulda in 938 and has been convincingly traced to the
commemorative liturgy of the Church. Enhanced by the belief in purgatory,
the prayer for the deceased became an important element in theology and
economy alike, which made the Anno Domini inscription type the stereotypic formula of most Christian sepulchral inscriptions from the thirteenth
to the fifteenth century. 105 The rise of the Jewish yortseyt custom, which also
reflects a care for the deceased person's afterlife, impacts epigraphy in a
sirnilar way. The Jewish variant of the anno type is already attested in the
most ancient preserved Ashkenazi inscriptions, dating from eleventh-century Mainz and Worms. 106 The inscription type is rarely fou nd outside of
Ashkenazi Jewry 107 and declines even there from the thirteenth century onwards, w hich is precisely when the anno formula reigns supreme among the
Christians. 108 Its Jewish version mainly survives in cases in which the date
includes the mention of a Jewish holiday and thus appropriates the convention in a way that stresses community difference. 109
The parallels between Christian andJewish sepulchral language, on which
very little research has been conducted until now, seem to indicate that the
clustering of formulae in certain regional or religious environments may have
to a large extent been responsible for the significance of sepulchral language
and explain its evolution. ln the ninth, eleventh and fourteenth century,
Hebrew epigraphy integrates calques of gentile models, but abandons the
híc iacet as well as the anno convention at the very tirne when it was most
popular among Christians, in order to create a tradition of its own on the
basis of the manifold Biblical allusions to stones and burials. This shows
how complex the problem of pre-modern acculturation actually is: movements of acculturation and of distinction alternate, as Christian forms are
sometimes copied, sometimes avoided by the minority on its winding path
between the extremes of submersion and isolation.
ln the Ashkenazi environment, texts of the anno type, that are so frequent in the twelfth century, are overgrown by the various versions of the
hic lapistype and finally superseded by the mid-fourteenth century advance
of the híc iacet formula. The commemorative formula thus gives priority to
time in the twelfth century, to the material medium in the thirteenth and
to the ultimate place of rest, beginning in the fourteenth century. This obviously meaningful shift can be interpreted in various ways: as a progress
of religious individualism ove_rcoming the remnants of a biblical stone cult
105 Sebastian Scholz, "Totengedenken in mittelalterlichen Grabinschriften vom 5.
bis zum 15. Jahrhundert," Marburger]ahrbuch für Kunstwissenschaft 26 (1999), pp.
37-59, p. 43.
106 The first Ashkenazi example is from Mainz 1049 (Rapp/ Böcher no. 1, p. 158).
107 Faro 1318 (Samuel Schwarz, "Inscri~öes hebraicas em Portugal," Arqueologia e
história: Publicafiio dos arqueó/ogos portugueses 1 (1922), pp. 124-168, here p. 148),
Toledo 1349 (Cantera y Burgos, Las inscripciones hebraicas, no. 68).
108 Late Ashkenazi examples: Worms 1241 (Lewysohn, no. 12), Worms 1245 (Lewysohn, no. 58), Breslau 1328 (Liebermann, no. 7).
109 Worms 1333 (Lewysohn, no. 25), Frankfurt 1493 (Horovitz, no. 130).
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ín favor of the direct evocation of the once living personality; 110 or inversely
as an egalítarían dynamic, stressíng not the breach in time created by a
Jeader's dernise, nor the monument symbolizing personality, but the modest
space füled after death by any body.
Considering that the meaning of a formula was probably more determined
by its social and cultural use than by íts original semantics, I consider the performative productíon of sense through comrnunication as the crucial and
most fertile feature of medieval Jewísh epígraphy. Documenting and studyíng the larger and mínute variatíons of the phraseology, paleography and
material in space and time can help to reveal ídentity constructíons that more
or less consciously rework a syncretíc heritage of historical models derived
from ancient Oriental, classical Greek, classícal Roman or contemporary
European origin, fii! them retroactívely wíth elements culled from the Jewísh sacred texts and implement them in medieval spatial reality by strikíng
a balance between the various regional and local identíties of the contemporary diaspora. Their genuinely Jewish symbolism does not preclude a
díalogue between Christian and Jewísh sepulchral rhetorics, a dialogue that
after its violent interruption in the Late Middle Ages had a long afterlife in
the materíal as well as symbolic appropriation of Jewísh epitaphs in urbanísm and hísto1ical irnagination. The communication lines that made inscriptions
meaníngful to Jews and gentiles can ín many cases only be reconstructed in
a larger geographícal context. More exactly, as theír hístory exemplifies perfectly Europe's dialectic way of creating uníty by diversificatíon, íts sources
should be researched inside their appropríate frame of reference, which is
símultaneously local and continental.

110 Boockmann, Einleitungsformeln, pp. 55, 91, 107-108; Brocke and Müller, Haus
des Lebens, pp. 46-47.
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